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NSFWA Conference
et within the history-rich, picturesque landscape of
Cody, Wyoming, the 3rd Annual National Stagecoach
and Freight Wagon Association (NSFWA) meeting
enjoyed a huge success, with attendees from all over the
United States. From the official kickoff of activities,
the event calendar was chock-full of educational
opportunities, including a wealth of information from
numerous presentations, extensive museum collections,
hands-on demonstrations, western vehicle tours, artifact displays, and
vendor booths.
Throughout the diverse and in-depth itinerary, member comments were
overwhelmingly positive and enthusiastic. In fact, rarely do western
enthusiasts have the opportunity to learn so much about early trails and
vehicles in such a short time while networking with so many others of
like interest. It made for an exciting atmosphere with new friends and
faces quickly becoming an important part of the NSFWA family.
With goals committed to providing authoritative resource information
that reinforces the legacies of early American trails, western vehicles,
and the people and industry that supported it all, the NSFWA worked
to make this a special experience for all attendees. According to event
coordinators, Ashlee Ganoung and Rawhide Johnson, “We worked
closely with area businesses, speakers, and museum curators to help
provide an extensive, motivating, and inspirational excursion for all
attendees. It’s been very rewarding to hear so much positive feedback.”
Throughout the event, members invested their time into taking
ownership and pride in this unique organization. A portion of the
conference was in conjunction with the community of Cody since it
covers so many of the same aspects the NSFWA promotes and
emphasizes. We want to extend our sincere appreciation to the Buffalo
Bill Historical Center for hosting the first day of the event.

Rawhide Johnson discussing harness details.

contributed to the region they were produced in, and how they
influenced other makers and the industry as a whole.
Doug Hansen explained in his presentation, Ft. Pierre Deadwood Trail
Revisited, how reenactments and participation in reliving the actual
trails answered many questions about how and why things were done and
presented a number of new questions to be explored and discovered.
Paul Fees revealed the history of the BBHC’s Buffalo Bill Stagecoach
and the part it played in entertaining audiences from around the world
and giving them a taste of the Wild West.
Private tours of the inner workings of the museum gave participants
insight into how museum pieces are acquired, cataloged, and preserved.
This exclusive opportunity to take part in a vault walk of the archives gave
members a good understanding of the importance of preservation.

The first day of the conference was filled with a number of presentations
covering a wide range of informative and interesting topics.
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Covering the history of his family’s Buffalo Bill Stagecoach, Gerry
Groenewold took us back in time to the actual trail that it was used
upon, told the story of its history and restoration, and emphasized the
importance of studying and preserving the knowledge of these relics of
the West.
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David Sneed’s presentation, Western Vehicle Brands and Recent
Discoveries, gave insight into the magnitude of the wagon builder’s
industry, with a look into the companies, their history, what each

Read more about our directors
http://stagecoachfreightwagon.org/aboutFounders.html

Rawhide Johnson gave a hands-on demonstration of the evolution of
the stagecoach harness—its parts and benefits—and also on the use
and discovery of a number of related artifacts, as well as interpreting
historic photos of the stagecoaches in Yellowstone.
Members had the opportunity to partake in an unscheduled, interactive
tour of Cody’s Trail Town Museum, which houses a large number
of relics and vehicles. Doug Hansen and David Sneed led the tour to
point out some of the identifying features of the various wagons and
builders, including Bain, Peter Schuttler, Studebaker, Weber, Winona,
Newton, Springfield, and Columbus, as well as a discussion of their
uses and the terminology of the parts of the wagons. Vehicles ranging
from mountain wagons, Yellowstone stages, ranch wagons, ice wagons,
and sheep wagons illustrated the diverse characteristics of these rugged
vehicles that served to help build this equally rugged country.
Courtesy of David Sneed, Wheels That Won The West® Archives.

Rawhide Johnson and one of his recent vehicle conservation projects.

The social hour and dinner provided an excellent chance for members
to share their interests and connect with one another as they dined on
a delicious prime rib meal at the Cody Cattle Company.
The second day, members showcased their information through
photos, books, and artifacts as they presented and explained their
particular interests and shared their stories. It was great to see this
diversity of interests in people who share the same passion for the
preservation of the horse-drawn world. Members shared interests
in organizations, historic trails and reenactments, collections, and
documents. It was expressed that one of the main objectives of the
NSFWA should be a focus on combining these pieces of information,
thereby to help our existing organization to grow, to develop a better
understanding of the significance of the stagecoaches and freight
wagons in building our country, and to preserve the knowledge and
information for the benefit of future generations.
Jeff McManus gave an informative presentation on his research
of the Local Freighting Trails in the Cody area where he has
participated in actual reenactments. This presentation demonstrated
the fortitude of the early pioneers and presented a large number of
historic photos depicting the actual use of those trails.

Jeff Mc Manus explaining wagon construction details at Trail Town.
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Ashlee Ganoung discussing restoration projects.

We were enthralled with the venue for the final evening activities hosted
by the Mountain Trails Gallery. Rawhide Johnson started off the night
with his accounts of the conservation of a Concord Coach and provided
a talk on the use of the Yellowstone stagecoaches in the development
of this National Wonder. The final event was appropriately displayed
amid a great mix of western art sculptures and bronzes which served
to showcase the artistry and design of these historic vehicles that had
been admired over the 2 days of the conference. Sculpture artist Vic
Payne presented an educational tour into the process of creating a
bronze sculpture. The members enjoyed catered, delicious hor d’oeuvres
and refreshments served right off an authentic cowboy chuck wagon.
Western music entertainment made the night complete.
The NSFWA is not just an organization; it is an enthusiastic gathering
of individuals passionate about stagecoaches, freight wagons, and
every aspect of their history, design, use, and preservation. Made up
of hard-working and devoted enthusiasts and experts, the NSFWA
is committed to uncovering the history of our first stagecoaches and
freight wagons, which helped provide communication, commerce,
and industry to our nation long before railroads and motor vehicles, as
well as preserving our heritage for future generations to explore.
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How you can get involved.
We need your help establishing committees for the following:
• Public Relations Committee
Duties include:
– Dispense brochures to active members to distribute at related
events, i.e., horse shows, historic events, trail rides, auctions, etc.
– Establish representatives.
– Develop apparel for representatives to wear in public, i.e., 		
hats, vests.
– Promote awareness of NSFWA.
• Trail Research and Reenactment Committee
Duties include:
– Coordinate reenactments.
– Create a format to document reenactments to best preserve the
history, knowledge, and discoveries of reenactment.
– Compile information and discoveries found through research.

2011 Annual Conference
We want to hear from you!

We seek your input. Please send your convention ideas. Include
location, activities available, and possible additional events at the
same location and date.
Submit your ideas by September 39, 2010, through e-mail to
Ashlee Ganoung at email@nsafwa.org or mail NSFWA at 40979
245 Street, Letcher, SD 57359
If you are interested in becoming a member or receiving more
information, visit our Web site (http:/stagecoachfreightwagon.org) or
e-mail us at email@nsafwa.org.
The NSFWA is “a nonprofit organization created to help detail the
triumphs, struggles, and day-to-day operation of these legendary
vehicles within the extremely competitive, early commercial empires
they supported.”

MEMBERSHIP SUBMITTED HISTORY
The Sidney-Black Hills Stage Line
In the rich history of
settling the vast West of
America, none shows as
much importance as the
area known as the upper
Great High Plains. This
region, now made up of the
states of northern Kansas,
Nebraska, and North and
South Dakota, became the
threshold for the mountains
west onto the Pacific coasts
of this wonderful continent.
Of every emigrant trail
headed west, none surpasses
the vastness of the Oregon
Trail along the Platte River; however, many other trails equal it in their
importance of developing our country. Likely, the Platte River waterway
from the Missouri River westward from all east–west rivers plays first
part in freight supply to forts, rail heads, and the Black Hills in Dakota
Territory. The rivers and creeks in that time were much larger than
today, thus capable of supporting waterway freight systems.

Within a short period of time, Sidney was to become the greatest of
“boom towns” to most of the freighters, miners, and investors heading
into the Black Hills. The road between Sidney and the Black Hills was
almost always laden with people coming and going, as the only natural
barrier was the great Platte River.
The Clarke Bridge crossing the Platte was completed in June 1876, just
a short time before the Custer massacre. No longer was there a fear of
high waters. The toll rates of the bridge were reportedly very excessive,
but people paid and were glad to be on their way. The route from Sidney
to the Black Hills soon filled with freight wagons and stage travel and
began to meet demands for the miners and towns, such as Deadwood in
the Black Hills. An advertisement in the Sidney Telegraph run in 1875
regarding the Sidney Black Hills Stage read, “The Only Route to the
Black Hills” (see photo ad next page).
There’s much to be said of places in history that developed into
the great communities we have today, such as Sidney, Nebraska;
Cheyenne, Wyoming; and Pierre, South Dakota. These towns were
the three players of the Black Hills settlement for freight supplies.
In 1908, the last freight wagon departed Pierre, South Dakota, with
freight to Deadwood, as the railroad had previously reached Pierre,

In the summer of 1867, a company of the 30th Infantry under the
command of Major Everett Mimic, first established a military post at
the location of what was to become Sidney. The soldiers were placed
in this location for two primary purposes: protection of the railroad
workers constructing the railroad and protection of the emigrants
crossing the plains. In the winter of 1875 and 1876, H.T. Clarke, the
Omaha bridge builder, was asked to examine the river and find a good
location as to effect the shortest point between Sidney Barrack (later
to become Fort Sidney), Fort Robinson, Camp Sheridon, and other
military stations, for the purpose of protecting the gold miners and
eastern investments in the Black Hills.
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making it 50 to 60 miles closer to the Hills than Sidney or Cheyenne.
In 2008, marvelous reenactments of all three of these freight trails
were brought together in a documentary history celebration. That
historic event, primarily headed up by the South Dakota folks, had
Jerold Kessler as the wagon master for its train, Ben Kern as wagon
master for the Cheyenne train, and Ray Stokes as wagon master for
the Sidney train.

In the modern world of today, the history of our country and
communities is far more forgotten than retained. Through the work of
great organizations such as the National Stagecoach and Freight Wagon
Association, the Oregon–California Trails Association, and others, this
history is being preserved. May we continue working to keep it alive for
others to come.
References in this article are from the author and Loren Avey’s book
Lynchings, Legends, & Lawlessness: The Story of Historical Sidney,
Nebraska: The Gateway to the Gold Rush in the Black Hills of Dakota.
This 621-page book is a masterpiece for any historian’s library.
By Ray Stokes,
Sidney, Nebraska
(with edits by Leah Hansen, Letcher, SD)
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LIST OF THE MEMBERS
Charles Abel – Nathrop, CO
Stephen Abendroth –
Methow, WA
Arch E. Beal – Sioux Falls, SD
Cameron & Glenda Bean – 		
Melba, ID
Wayne Berger – Buckingham, IL
Jem Blueher – Livingston, MT
Nancy Bull – Solvang, CA
Douglas Champlin – 		
Cardnerville, NV
John Crockett – Santa Ynez, CA
Ricky Day – Wortham, TX
Myron Deibel – Wickenberg, AZ
Chris & Michaele Dimock –
Cody, WY
Marietta Dinneen – Cheyenne,
WY
Ed Dodson – Newell, SD
Tom Elliott – Clinton, AR
Kayo Fraser – Deer Lodge, MT
W. Eugene Goodrich – Sackville,
New Brunswick, Canada
Wayne Grouett – Longview, 		
Alberta, Canada
*Jason & Ashlee Ganoung – 		
Lovell, WY
*Gerry Groenewold – Grand
Forks, ND
Jack Greenhalgh – Reno, NV
Kathy Graves – Yreka, CA
Ned Hahn – Boyceville, WI
Stan Haidle – Mitchell, SD
*Doug Hanson – Letcher, SD
Dave Harper – Darby, MT
Mary Hartman – Cheyenne, WY
Robin Haynes – Cheyenne, WY
Jim Houston – Denver, CO
LaNette Irby – Carlsbad, NM
Lee Janssen – McCook, NE
David Jasie – Scottsdale, AZ
*Rawhide Johnson – Cody, WY
Rick Joy – Portola, CA
Arthur Lacerte – Santa Ynez, CA
George Lane – Lancaster, CA
George Liblin – Bloomington,
CA
Steve Limper – Yuba City, CA
Dennis Lindskov – Isabel, SD
Kent Malan – Island Park, ID
Swede Malmberg – Raynesford,
MT
Jeff McManus – Greybull, WY
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Sut & Margaret Marshall – 		
Conway, NH
Al Mulder – Murray, UT
Bill Nigg – Browns Valley, MN
Roy Nonella – Santa Rosa, CA
Buz Nyhart – Twin Bridges, MT
Harlan & Joal Olson – 		
Bozeman, MT
Debbie Oquist – Santa Barbara,
CA
Pat Palmer – Lamar, CO
**Arthur Perry – Santa Ynez, CA
Roger Peterson – Long Beach, CA
Gordon Rock – Mercer Island,
WA
Jessie Rucker – Los Alamitos, CA
Cecelia Reuter – Fort Jones, CA
Bill Rice – Turlock, CA
*Michael Sanborn – 		
Wilmington, CA
John Schaffer – Tucson, AZ
Nick Shrauger & Betty McCoy –
Bozeman, MT
Meade Simpson – Wilton, CA
David Sneed – Flippin, AR
Ray Stokes – Sidney, NE
John Sullivan – Maple Valley, WA
Ivan Swaner – Bellevue, ID
Bobby Tanner – Santa Barbara,
CA
Lonnie Tegeler – Chappell Hill,
TX
Alden Townsend – Valley Center,
CA
Greg & Joanne VanCoevern –
Salina, KS
David VanOverschelde – 		
Overland Park, KS
Allan & Renay Watt – Aubrey,
TX
Doug Westfall – Salmon, ID
*Ken Wheeling – North 		
Ferrisburg, VT
Cub Wolfe – Wellington, CA
Carriage & Western Art 		
Museum of Santa Barbara –
Santa Barbara, CA
Santa Ynez Valley Historical
Museum – Santa Ynez, CA
* Board member.
**Lifetime member.

